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CPO STUDY MATERIALS

AOA CERTIFIED PARAOPTOMETRIC (CPO) STUDY GUIDE-CD ROM
AOA ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY STUDY MODULE
AOA CERTIFIED PARAOPTOMETRIC STUDY FLASH CARDS

CPOA/COPT STUDY MATERIALS

SELF STUDY COURSE FOR OPTOMETRIC ASSISTING (UPDATE TO HOME STUDY COURSE AOA PARA SECTION)
AOA CERTIFIED PARAOPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT (CPOA) AND TECHNICIAN (CPOT) FLASH CARDS

ALSO AVAILABLE

HOME STUDY COURSE FOR OPTOMETRIC ASSISTING (AOA) PARA SECTION, 1988
AOA SELF STUDY COURSE FOR PARAOPTOMETRIC CERTIFICATION (2ND EDITION) WITH SELF ASSESMENT EXAM
SELF STUDY COURSE FOR PARAOPTOMETRIC CERTIFICATION (3RD EDITION)
INTRODUCTION TO INSURANCE PROCESSING STUDY FLASH CARDS